
Materials of Design  
Hochhauser Auditorium 

Friday 6 October 2017 

 

Programme  

10.00  Registration and Coffee 

 

10.30  Welcome, V&A Learning Academy 

Introduction, Christopher Wilk, Keeper of Furniture, Textiles and Fashion, V&A, and co-

curator of Plywood: Material of the Modern World  

 

11.00 Keynote: Materials for the 21st century 

                                 Mark Miodownik, Professor of Material Science, University College London  

 

11.30 Metal and modernity in Victorian Britain 

Alistair Grant, University of Sussex 

Assimilating the new: reactions to concrete before 1914  

Adrian Forty, Professor of Architectural History at the Bartlett School of Architecture, 

UCL 

Followed by discussion 

 

12.30  Lunch Break  

Opportunity to visit Plywood: Material of the Modern World  

 

14.00  Plywood’s compliance and lack thereof: materials and value in twentieth-century Japan 



Sarah Teasley, Head of Programme, History of Design, Royal College of Art  

Fibreboard fever: Maoist China’s campaign to manufacture new materials and new stuff 

Jennifer Altehenger, Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese History, Kings College London 

  London  

Followed by discussion 

 

15.00  Refreshments  

 

 

15.30  New Materials 

  A new industry from coconut palms 

Jon Shanks, BuroHappold 

  Self-healing concrete: a new architectural material? 

 Henk Jonkers, Delft University of Technology 

New types of inks for printed electronic devices 

Jessica Wade, Imperial College London 

  Followed by discussion 

 

17.00  End 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Book online https://www.vam.ac.uk/event/rYx5raR7/materials-of-design-symposium-october-2017 

or call 0207 942 2211  

 

Students £15  

 

The programme is subject to change without warning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Abstracts and biographies 

 

Mark Miodownik, Materials for the 21st century 

 

We are about to enter a new age, one that challenges the very notion of material itself. Whatever 

people think about the rapid pace of change of technology, our most fundamental categorization of 

stuff on the planet has not altered: there are living things that we call life, and there is non-living stuff 

that we call chairs, phones, buildings and so on. As a result of our greater understanding of matter, this 

distinction is now becoming blurred and is likely to usher in a new materials age. Bionic people with 

synthetic organs, bones and even brains will be the norm. Just as we are becoming more synthetic, so 

our man-made environment is changing to become more lifelike: living buildings, and objects that heal-

themselves are on the horizon. In this talk I review the history of materials design and the possible 

futures. 

Mark Miodownik is Director of Institute of Making and Professor of Materials & Society at UCL where he 

teaches and runs a research group. Prof Miodownik regularly presents BBC TV programmes on 

materials, and he is the multi-award winning author of Stuff Matters. In 2014 he was elected a fellow of 

the Royal Academy of Engineering. 

Alastair Grant, Metal and modernity in Victorian Britain 

 

The success of the art of electro-metallurgy was remarkable in the history of material culture because it 

used a widely acknowledged deception of coating a foundation metal, cheap nickel and copper alloys, 

with a few microns thickness of silver or gold. It was marketed as a technological marvel that was 

regarded by the early- and mid-Victorians as the epitome of modernity. The talk offers a materials-

focused cultural history of electro-metallurgy outlining how discoveries in mining, metallurgy and 

metals manufacture created the key material preconditions of the art, science and industry of electro-

metallurgy. The talk concludes by demonstrating how the Victorian art of electro-metallurgy reshaped 

the material world and that its legacy is ubiquitous.  

 

Dr Alistair Grant is a Teaching Fellow in History at the University of Sussex and a Research Fellow at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum. He is working on a project to digitize, transcribe and research a visitors’ 

book and sales ledger used by Elkington & Co. at the international exhibitions in Paris, 1855 and 78, 

Vienna, 1873, Philadelphia, 1876, which is in the National Art Library. He is also, with Angus Patterson, 

writing the book Electro: The V&A, Elkington and the Electrical Revolution. 

 

Adrian Forty, Assimilating the new:  reactions to concrete before 1914 

 

What happens when a new material arrives?  As well as the need to find applications, it has to be 

accomodated within people’s mental constellation.  Uses for modern concrete, following the invention 

of Portland cement in the 1820s, were by no means immediately obvious - while the question of what 

kind of a substance it was remained problematic well into the twentieth century.  Was it a surrogate for 

familiar materials, like wood, stone, or was it unrelated to any known substance, in which case where 



was it to be placed in the mental imaginary?  Early promoters of concrete were as much pre-occupied 

with this problem as they were with its technical development. 

 

Adrian Forty is Professor Emeritus of Architectural History at the Bartlett School of Architecture, UCL, 

where he founded the Masters programme in Architectural History.  He is the author of Objects of 

Desire, of Words and Buildings, a Vocabulary of Modern Architecture, and his latest book Concrete and 

Culture, a Material History, was published in 2012. He was the President of the European Architectural 

History Network 2010-14. 

 

Sarah Teasley, Plywood’s compliance and lack thereof: materials and value in twentieth-century Japan 

 

What happens when a material travels across geographic, political and environmental borders? This 

presentation explores how plywood was received, researched, developed, desired and used by a small 

group of researchers, engineers, designers and furniture manufacturers in Shizuoka, Japan, in the 

decades after the Second World War. In Shizuoka, as in many light manufacturing communities in 

Japan, furniture firms and the local technical research centre explored plywood as a potentially 

profitable, flexible material, but had to understand the material’s physical properties and social value to 

do so. Close attention to plywood’s story in Shizuoka allows us to see how global and national stories 

about materials intersect with a more local story about making and value. It enables us to consider the 

categories 'old materials' and 'new materials', and explores how these apply to a material like plywood 

that seems familiar and omnipresent but has its own local – often unresolved - meanings.  

 

Dr. Sarah Teasley is Head of Programme for History of Design at the Royal College of Art. She has 

particular expertise in the history of materials, furniture design and manufacturing and industrial policy 

in modern Japan. Publications include Global Design History (Routledge, 2011) and a Journal of Japanese 

Culture and Society special issue (2016). 

 

Jennifer Altehenger, Fibreboard fever: Maoist China’s campaign to manufacture new materials and new 

stuff 

 

Fibreboards were all the governmental rage during China’s famous Great Leap Forward. Yet, although 

part of global post-war developments in materials and industry, Maoist China’s story is seldom told. In 

her talk, Jennifer Altehenger explores how and why fibreboards came to play an important role as part 

of the dream and promise of fast-tracking the Chinese “masses” to communism and material plenty for 

all. In specially designed pavilions, state factories and ministries exhibited fibreboards, plywood, and 

other materials. Visitors could marvel at the furniture, boats and planes designed for life in China’s 

advanced socialist society and made possible by the availability of new materials. Meanwhile, people in 

rural counties across the country were mobilized to join a “fibreboard campaign”. The goal: to produce 

as many new boards as fast as possible, using local fibres, maximising on resources, and combining 

grassroots and expert techniques to make available to everyone what could previously only be produced 

in specialist factories. Ultimately, the Great Leap fibreboard utopia failed to deliver on its promises. Even 

so it linked politics, industrialisation, materials, and object design in ways that shaped Chinese 

industrial design for decades to come. 



Jennifer Altehenger is Lecturer in Contemporary Chinese History at King’s College London. Her current 

research explores the history of industrial design in the People’s Republic of China. She has also 

published on the history of propaganda and lexicography. Her book Legal Lessons: Popularizing Laws in 

the People's Republic of China is forthcoming with Harvard University Press. 

 

Jon Shanks, A new industry from coconut palms 

 

This talk arises from the recent development of technologies, processes and expertise to produce rotary-

cut veneer from senile coconut stems. Islands of the South Pacific have thousands of hectares of senile 

coconut palms, the stems of which have not previously been able to be used on any significant scale. 

Recent advances in lathe technology provide the opportunity to recover veneer from these palms, 

promising the development of a sustainable industry in these island nations. This presentation 

discusses a project in Fiji funded by the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research.  

 

Jon is a structural engineer with BuroHappold Engineering. He has international experience in 

consulting engineering, research and construction. He combines pragmatism, imagination and 

enthusiasm with his knowledge of engineering to develop viable solutions to multifaceted problems. 

Jon is a passionate designer and maker; completing a variety of projects from a timber bicycle to an off-

grid house. 

 

Henk Jonkers, Self-healing concrete – a new architectural material? 

 

In nature a huge number of different varieties of bacteria occur and some of these are well adapted to 

artificial man-made environments such as concrete. From a human perspective concrete may seem an 

extreme environment as the material is dry and rock-solid. However, this does not apply to a specialized 

group of bacteria, the 'extremophiles', named after their habit to love extreme conditions. Some of 

these bacterial species are not only known to love extremely dry conditions, but also to be able to 

produce copious amounts of limestone. These bacteria together with suitable nutrients are added to the 

concrete mix as ‘healing agent’ resulting in autonomous repair of occurring cracks in concrete 

constructions. 

 

Henk Jonkers studied Marine Biology at Groningen University, the Netherlands, were he also obtained 

his PhD in Marine Microbiology. After working for 7 years as research scientist in the Microsensor 

Research Group at the Max-Planck-Institute for Marine Microbiology, Bremen, Germany, he joined as 

Associate Professor the Materials & Environment section of the Faculty Civil Engineering & Geosciences 

of the Delft University of Technology. His interests and currently running research projects include the 

development of sustainable bio-based construction materials and self-healing materials. 

 

Jessica Wade, New types of inks for printed electronic devices 

 

The production of printed electronic components from functional inks has captured the imagination of 

researchers and entrepreneurs alike. The applications are endless: from functional electronic paper to 

wearable technology, bio-compatible sensors, flexible displays and solar cells. The talk will consider the 



history of these innovative inks and their evolution from a chance discovery in 1977 to a multi-billion 

dollar industry. 

 

Jessica Wade is post-doctoral researcher in the Department of Physics and Centre for Plastic Electronics 

at Imperial College London, creating circularly polarised organic light emitting diodes. Throughout her 

career she has been involved in projects to support gender inclusion in science, as well as encouraging 

more young people to study science and engineering. She was winner of the Institute of Physics (IOP) 

Early Career Communicator Prize (2015), “I’m a Scientist, Get Me Out of Here!” (2015), the IOP Jocelyn Bell 

Burnell Award (2016), the IOM3's 'Robert Perrin Award' (2017) and the Imperial College Dame Julia 

Higgins Certificate (2017). Alongside presenting at scientific conferences, she represented the UK to 

discuss issues relating to women in science both nationally and internationally.  

 

 


